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— do fly, but stay safe
Timothy Nathan explains how to deal with
the coming airspace restrictions

Eurofighter Typhoon

T

here are two big and separate things happening to airspace
during the Olympics, and both will affect us. The first is a
new model for IFR control with extra controlled airspace,
modified procedures (including new routes and holds), many extra
airfields being brought under control, and a widespread IFR slot
system. The second is the security environment. There are areas of
Prohibited Airspace, particularly around Greater London, and a very
large area of Restricted Airspace. We have been left in no doubt that
these areas will be protected by live ammunition (in aircraft) and
possibly by surface to air missiles (SAMs). Having said that, the CAA,
the National Air Traffic Services and the RAF are doing their best to
ensure that light and general aviation can continue during the whole
Olympics period. I am going to try to explain, particularly to our
non-UK membership, how you can still fly to the area, whether for
the Olympics or for your normal business or pleasure purposes, but
how you must follow some fairly rigid procedures, both pre-flight
and in flight. These procedures are not difficult, and there is a huge
amount of support in operating them, so don’t be put off, just be
prepared. I ask our members from outside the UK to get this
information (in the form of this article, if you wish) to as many flying
friends and colleagues as you
can. Here in the UK we are
inundated with information,
but it is much harder for our
authorities to reach overseas
pilots.

Controlled airspace
The situation for IFR traffic in controlled airspace is not particularly
difficult or complicated. The most likely problems which you might
encounter are as follows:
• Many procedures and much airspace is changed for the Olympics
period. You must ensure your database is valid for the day(s)
you are flying. There are new reporting points, new holds, new
airspace, new procedures and new routes. These should be relatively
transparent (ie you might be sent to a point or hold you have never
heard of, something that happens to us all the time) but not much
good to you if your BRNAV is out of date.
• You will require a landing and take-off slot from virtually any
airfield southeast of Birmingham. There are 40 extra airfields
operating slot allocation including some small grass strips. Your
chances of getting a slot will be improved if you avoid the three
days before the opening ceremony and the three days after the
closing ceremony, but it really is anybody’s guess where, when and
whether you get a slot. I think that the most ‘obvious’ destinations
like Farnborough, Biggin Hill and Southend may have presold
nearly all their slots months ago, so you might have to shop around.
See slot control leaflet at olympics.airspacesafety.com/downloads.
• Slots are required for IFR and not VFR. However, do not succumb
to the temptation to file a Y or Z plan, hoping to avoid the
restrictions. Only I or V plans will be processed. This may cause
problems specifically at Blackbushe who do not accept I plans, but
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Aircraft advertisements
Revised advertisement: Cardiﬀ based Piper Dakota
—two ﬂying shares (no capital)

Single owner and operated with six ﬂying shares. Fully
airways equipped. Based at Cardiﬀ International
airport in its own hangar. Web-based booking;
excellent availability and no restrictions for private/
business use or touring. Two ﬂying shares available for
suitably qualiﬁed pilot with IMC or IR rating, 200h
PIC inc 25h on PA28s. £204/£180 pcm for ﬁve or six
shares, £123 per tacho hour to share costs. Contact
Steve Dunnett: dunnett@cf.ac.uk or telephone +44
2920 875541.
Revised advertisement: Share available in
Biggin Hill based Grumman Tiger

Probably the best G-reg IFR equipped Grumman
Tiger in the UK! Zero hours engine, GNS 430, HSI,
RMI, 2 x VOR/ILS, two axis autopilot, mode S,
stormscope, new leather interior. Friendly and well
established group of three other pilots, excellent
availability and online booking system. Membership
of group available on an equity or non-equity basis.
£250 pcm plus £90 per hour (wet). Contact Stephen
Niechcial, SJNiechcial@hotmail.com.
Fully IFR equipped touring aircraft for sale

Press oﬃcer
Position vacant
+ pressoﬃce@pplir.org

Membership administrator
Sali Gray
 +44 1452 618899
+ memsec@pplir.org
Annual accounts for the company are available on the
website – see www.pplir.org > About Us
For reports on meetings, conferences and other activities
attended in the last 12 months by directors and members
of the executive on behalf of PPL/IR Europe members
see www.pplir.org > Lobbying
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1995 Mooney Ovation M20R, G-JAKI, 1300 TT,
180kts, 280hp TCM IO-550-G, speed brakes, full IFR
panel with Garmin 530, Sandel 3308 EFIS, KFC-150
ﬂight director, KX-165, KN-62A DME, KR-87 ADF,
KT-73 mode S transponder. Insight GEM-602 engine
monitor, Insight SF-2000 Strikeﬁnder, Shadin fuel
computer, dual 28V batteries, electric standby vacuum
pump, wingtip recognition lights. Annual inspection
completed March 2012. Contact David Abrahamson
david@cs.tcd.ie or telephone +353 1 896 1716.
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Forthcoming events

18–21 April, Aero Friedrichshafen trade show

We are currently exploring the possibility of a PPL/IR Europe representation at the annual Aero trade show in Friedrichshafen, Germany.
Please contact Andrew Lambert if interested in contributing.

Saturday 28 April, Spring Meeting and AGM at Cambridge Airport
In addition to our regular programme, Cambridge Airport is offering free instrument approaches on the day, free landing fees >100 litres
fuel upload, and tours of the tower and airport. Please notify flight details on the booking form which will be passed to ATC three to five
days before the meeting to assist coordination of arrivals.

Programme
10:30 Registration open; tea and coffee on arrival
11:00 Welcome; Cambridge Airport—a brief history and the importance of GA, Archie Garden (Director, EGSC)
11:10 The slippery slope—principles and practice of the continuous descent final approach, John Dale (IRE)
12:15 What PPL/IR Europe can do for you! Instrument pilot licensing under EASA, Jim Thorpe (PPL/IRE)
13:00 Buffet Lunch
13:15 Cambridge Airport—first tour
14:00 The paperless cockpit—tablet computer options, applications and opportunities, Timothy Nathan (PPL/IRE)
15:00 Afternoon tea/coffee break
15:20 AGM
16:00 Meeting close
16:00 Cambridge Airport—second tour
Cost £20 per head to cover room hire, catering and speakers’ expenses.
For further information, travel/flight details, and booking forms see www.pplir.org > Events > Forthcoming Events.
Deadline for reservations 20 April.
Enquiries to Steve Dunnett meetings@pplir.org.

25–27 May, AeroExpo UK, Sywell Aerodrome
PPL/IR Europe will again be represented at AeroExpo UK with an exhibition display stand and as organisers of the seminar programme.
Please contact Andrew Lambert or the meetings secretary for further details, or the membership administrator Sali Gray if you are willing
to give two hours of your time to staffing the PPL/IR Europe display stand.

6–8/9 July, Social weekend, Waterford, Ireland (updated information)
Friday
Arrivals and dinner at the Waterside restaurant in the Marina Hotel.
Saturday
Waterford Crystal factory tour (am); light lunch; coach tour to New Ross; visits to Dunbrody Famine Ship and Ros Tapestry Exhibition;
and dinner—fine dining back in Waterford.
Sunday
Waterford walking tour, visits to the Treasures of Waterford exhibitions at Reginald’s Tower (Viking treasures) and Bishop’s Palace (regency
Ireland); fight departures Sunday afternoon for those needing to return promptly or stay over for an extra night for informal relaxation.
Accommodation
We will be staying at the Waterford Marina Hotel (rates on PPL/IR website); participants will settle their own room bills and a kitty will be
collected to meet all group expenses including additional meals, coach hire, museum entrance and guided tours.
For further information and booking forms, see www.pplir.org > Events > Forthcoming Events. Places are limited to 30, so please confirm by
30 April to ensure provisional booking at the hotel. Thereafter rooms will be dependent on availability.
Enquiries to Steve Dunnett meetings@pplir.org.
90/2012
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Chairman’s corner
Anthony Bowles

I am grateful to all of you who have responded in one way or another
to the request for views on the continued availability of photo
membership cards and the manner of dissemination of Instrument
Pilot. Most feedback received has been via the two polls I set up on
the Forum, but in addition, Sali Gray, our membership administrator,
and I have received a number of emails on both subjects following
my piece in the last Chairman’s corner. We cannot overlook the lack
of response to our survey when the majority of our membership said
nothing, from which may be inferred they are relatively content with
what we presently do. The subject was extensively discussed at our
recent ExCo meeting at Coventry Airport.
On membership cards, we have decided to continue the present
system subject to some minor tweaks. Those members who do not
want a membership card, with or without a photograph, will be able
to opt out of receiving one. However it is clear that for some
members, and particularly those living or travelling outside Europe,
the photocard is an extremely useful facility, highly regarded by those
members and it should continue to be provided as part of the
membership package and, at least for the moment, without additional
charge. We are exploring ways to enhance its use; for example, we
have been told that if the card includes the member’s date of birth,
then this would make it acceptable to some European airports
without the need for other documentation. So expect some changes
in detail in the coming renewal year; these will be promulgated on
the website in due course.
The poll on Instrument Pilot dissemination showed a large
majority of votes for electronic dissemination only; however with the
number of votes constituting a relatively small proportion of our
overall membership, we felt it would be wrong to read too much into
this, representative as it probably was of the more active users of the
Forum rather than the silent majority of members. Email feedback
showed strong support for continuing the printed version and we
need printed copies to send to other aviation organisations whose
thinking we seek to influence. Accordingly the ExCo decision was to
maintain the status quo and to send a hard copy of IP to all members
unless they opt out of this. This opt out opportunity will now be
made available annually on subscription renewal. There will be no
change in subscription for those members opting out because the cost
gain to us is marginal in overall terms.
On a related topic, members will wish to know that our website is
undergoing a major upgrade principally on the ‘backend’ elements
of it so there will be little immediate change to what you see on the
screen. One aspect where you will notice a change, is that a only
single password will be required to log onto the membership area and
post to the Forum. Another improvement will be in the subscription
renewal process and the ability to amend easily your membership
profile. We are also moving towards rolling renewal on the
anniversary of joining PPL/IR Europe, rather than renewal by
reference to the calendar year. A consequence of this is that there will
cease to be a grace period for subscription renewal and you will be
locked out of the site until you pay your subscription! Most members
renew promptly following a reminder and this is much appreciated;
however there is a significant proportion of the membership who take
three months or more to renew, and this takes time and energy from
our membership administrator Sali to chase up when she could be
doing other useful work. Sometimes the renewal process is delayed
by changes in email addresses and the final renewal reminder is always
a letter sent to the member’s postal address that we have on file. We
Instrument Pilot

have to rely on members updating us with changes in their email and
postal addresses, but I hope that the simplified membership profile
updating process will help this. Members will be emailed with full
details when the new website goes online later in the summer.
We also discussed and agreed the terms of the new memorandum
and articles of association of the company which will be put before
you for approval at the AGM. The Companies Acts have been
updated over the past decade and it was felt that we should bring our
own company documentation up to the date and at the same time
amend the ‘objects’ clause in the memorandum to ensure it covers all
activities that we may wish to involve ourselves in on members’
behalf. I go into a little more detail on the changes in my Chairman’s
report for the AGM, which is being circulated separately.
With the onset of summer (and at the time of this writing it has
already started in SW Scotland, hopefully not to end as last year at
the beginning of May), thoughts turn to flying expeditions and we
already have two arranged. Steve Dunnett, our meetings secretary, is
arranging the ever popular weekend outing, this time to Waterford
in Ireland from 6 to 8 July. This is already well subscribed but there
are a few vacancies available and, for those with time available, the
visit can be extended to the Monday or indeed until later in the week.
For those with more time to spare, the traditional nine day tour is
being organised this year for the middle of September by Philip
Caiger to Instanbul, Cappodocia and Ephesus in Turkey, taking in
some interesting stops on the way out and back. By then the summer
heat should have abated and the weather over Europe is usually good.
Those pilots with less experience wanting to spread their wings can
join a group with more experienced pilots making the event less
daunting and stressful than if they set off on their own. For wives
and non-pilot partners, Phil is allowing good sightseeing time.
Further details of both tours are on the website.
Astute observers will have seen that I have written nothing about
the approaching day in April when we are all meant to convert to
EASA-land licencing and this is because there is nothing presently to
say. The CAA is proposing to start issuing EASA licences on 1 July
but they have been beaten out of first place by their Swiss equivalent
who plan to start on 1 June. Many EU countries appear to have given
themselves a two-year period of grace for implementation. As and
when there is further news IP and our website will carry it, but
meanwhile – happy flying.
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Understanding RVR minima*

Vasa Babic explains these in the context of changes brought about by EU-OPS
RVR basics
Whilst DH and MDH are typically the focus of IR training, RVR is
often the more critical limit in very poor weather, and some of the
details associated with it may not be familiar to all readers. The UK
AIP used to contain all of the aerodrome operating minima (AOM)
material relevant to a private aircraft; however, in 2010 a change was
made such that all private operators in the UK must use the Appendix
(New) to EU-OPS 1.430 as the basis for calculating minima for
approach and landing. EU-OPS, in its entirety, is not binding on
private aircraft, only on commercial air transport. It’s just that for
approach and landing minima, the ANO and AIP point the private
operator to the EU-OPS 1.430 Appendix. The purpose of this article
is thus twofold: to explain the principles of RVR in some detail; and
to provide some information on the EU-OPS minima that apply to
private operators in the UK.
Definitions
Let us start with some ICAO definitions:
RVR is ‘the range over which a pilot of an aircraft on the centreline
of the runway can see the runway surface markings or the lights
delineating the runway or identifying its centre line’
RVR may be measured by an observer, but typically it is provided by
automated instruments, and is thus sometimes referred to as IRVR
(Instrumented RVR)
Visibility is ‘the greatest distance at which a black object of suitable
dimensions, situated near the ground, can be seen and recognised
when observed against a bright background’ and ‘the greatest
distance at which a lights in the vicinity of 1000 candelas can be
seen and identified against an unlit background’
Flight Visibility is judged from within the cockpit. Ground visibility
is ‘the visibility at an aerodrome, as reported by an accredited observer’
and is often referred to as ‘met visibility’. Lighting is the critical
difference between RVR and visibility. The 1000 candelas referred to
in the definition of visibility is an intensity similar to that of a
domestic light. The high intensity (HI) lights used for an instrument
runway are much brighter. Hence, RVR is, in effect, visibility adjusted
to account for the greater intensity of the runway lights. This explains
why, when visibility is converted to an RVR-equivalent (‘Converted
Met Visibility’) for a runway with HI lighting, the visibility figure is
increased 1.5x by day and 2x by night. It is worth noting the practical
effect of this. Imagine you perform a night ILS with an RVR of
550m. This should give you the minimum adequate visibility of the
approach lights at the DH. However, visibility of unlit terrain and
obstacles will be near-zero, and your visibility of the airport
environment after landing will be more like half the RVR value.
Taxiing in these conditions can be disorientating and difficult, even
at familiar airports.

RVR minima and approach lighting
Approach lighting systems (ALS) have a bewildering array of
acronyms and configurations. The interested reader can refer to the
Jeppesen Airway Manual approach chart legend pages, IR training
books or the UK CAA’s CAP 637, ‘Visual Aids Handbook’. For EUOPS purposes there are four classes of approach lights, described in
the table below [from Appendix 1 (New) to OPS 1.430]. Note how
a key property of the different classes is the length of the lighting
system.
The DH for a CAT I ILS is the higher of the 200 ft system minima
and the OCH. The rationale is that
– The design criteria for an ILS procedure require a certain
‘protected area’ vertically and laterally
– The system minima are the absolute limit based on the
capabilities of the ground installation to aid the aircraft in
maintaining an accurate trajectory within the protected area
– If an obstacle or terrain ‘penetrates’ this area, the DH has to
be higher, so it may be avoided visually
The RVR minima are determined by the class of approach lighting. At a
200’ DH, an aircraft is approximately 900m from the threshold
(assuming a three degree glide slope and a 50’ height over the
threshold) but its crew must not descend further without appropriate
visual references. Imagine an extreme case of an RVR of 150m and a
full ALS extending to 900m from the threshold. In principle, at the
CAT I DH, the pilot could see the first 100m of the approach lights.
However, such a visual reference would be like peering through a
letterbox with a forward field of vision confined to about 45 degrees
below the pilot’s line of sight. It would be practically impossible to
land safely in these circumstances. The RVR minima are, therefore,
a safety overlay complementary to the DH minima. The DH is the
limit to which you are protected from terrain and obstacles without
visual reference. If you have a visual reference at DH, the RVR
minimum is a further requirement to assure that the visual reference
is sufficient to make a safe landing. The figure on page 6 illustrates a
typical full approach lighting system at a large airport. The lights
begin 900m from the threshold and include five lateral bars spaced
at 150m intervals. The three grey regions are an approximation of
the field of vision a pilot may have from the DH with 250m, 550m
and 800m RVR respectively.
It is worth noting a fundamental difference between cloud ceiling
and RVR. A ceiling is usually a discontinuity. Above the ceiling, the
pilot may see nothing, moments later, the entire airport may be in
view, with exactly the same ‘sight picture’ as on a VFR arrival. The
DH can be derived directly from first principles using system minima
and OCH. Pilots are the best judge of whether or not they are visual,
and many will have experienced seeing the lights 50’ or 100’ above

Approach lights systems
OPS Class of Facility

Length, conﬁguration and intensity of approach lights
ICAO: Precision approach CAT 1 lighting system (HIALS 720
m ≥) distance coded centreline, Barrette centreline
ICAO: Simple approach lighting system (HIALS 420–719 m)
single source, Barrette
Any other approach lighting system (HIALS, MIALS or ALS
210–419 m)
Any other approach lighting system (HIALS, MIALS or ALS <
210 m) or no approach lights

FALS (full approach light system)
IALS (intermediate approach light system)
BALS (basic approach light system)
NALS (no approach light system)

*This article is an extract from a longer paper, ‘Weather minima: Operating and Regulatory Notes’, available in the ‘Flying IFR’ section of the PPL/IR Europe website
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judged that a CAT I landing may be safely completed. The actual
formula used is:
Required RVR(m) = [ (DH(ft) × 0,3048) / tan α ]
- length of approach lights(m)
α = three degrees increasing in small increments with DH
The continuous nature of RVR also explains why it is treated
differently from DH in the regulations. At DH, the binary outcome
of either being visual or not is usually obvious. However, it is
unreasonable to expect that a pilot can, in an instant, count the
approach light bars and calculate the actual RVR he is experiencing.
Therefore, as we shall see below, reported RVRs may determine when
a pilot is permitted to continue an approach. It is worth noting in
the table above that, under EU-OPS, the minimum RVR for a 200’
DH with no approach lights has been raised to 1200m (from the old
1000m value under JAR-OPS). At the time of writing, Jeppesen have
published EU-OPS minima in a new separate table format (the ‘109S Standard Minimums’ pages) whilst the current approach plates
for some airports retain the JAR-OPS minima (labelled as such) that
are now obsolete. See figure on page 8, below.
Aerodrome operating minima: approach and landing
The approach minima that apply to all aircraft in the UK
(commercial, private, G-reg, N-reg, other third country) are those of
EU-OPS. The legal basis for this, in the case of private aircraft, is
Article 109 of the ANO (para 4 and 5) which requires all private
operates to use ‘specified’ minima. The UK AIP elaborates in para
5.1 of AD 1.1.2: ‘For Aerial Work and private aircraft operations the
declared minima in relation to Article 109 shall be no lower than

the reported ceiling. Thus, TAFs and METARs are not necessarily
limiting in respect of cloud ceiling for the purposes of flight planning.
Operationally, when initiating and flying an approach, the reported
ceiling is merely information. It is down to the pilots to decide, by
the decision height, whether or not they have the required visual
reference.
Conversely, RVR is a continuum from zero to the maximum value
of 2000m, above which visibility is reported (although some airports
may not assess RVR above a lower threshold, eg reporting ‘RVR
greater than 1500m’). If the ceiling is at or above DH, the required
RVR is not obvious from ‘first principles’. Looking at the figure
shown above, an RVR of 900m should allow the pilot to just see the
threshold from the DH. An RVR of 250m would present a ‘letter
box’ view of one bar of the ALS with little basis to judge a visual glide
path. In this example, the typical minimum would be 550m RVR
with full ALS. It is worth noting how different the sight picture is
with a 550m RVR; the normal view along the glide slope to the
threshold and touchdown zone is a ‘grey-out’ in the day, or a ‘black
hole’ at night, and the visual reference is well below the flight path.
The table above shows the lowest RVR permitted under EU-OPS on
a CAT I or non-precision approach as a function of the DH or MDH
and the class of approach lighting system. At this point the geometric
derivation of RVR minima should be clear. The DH determines the
distance from the threshold at which a visual reference is required.
The class of ALS determines the distance from the threshold at which
the lights are available as such a reference. Given these distances, the
RVR minima represent the shortest sight picture with which it is
Instrument Pilot
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RVR/CMV v DH/MDH
FALS

DH or MDH

200
211

221
231
241
251

Feet

Class of Lighting Facility
IALS

210

550

750

—

230

550

800

—
—
—

NALS

1 000

1 200

1 000

1 200

See paragraphs (d) 5, (d) 6 and (d) 10 about RVR < 750 m

—
—

BALS

220
240
250
260

550
550
550
600

Metres

800
800
800
800

1 000
1 000
1 000
1 100

1 200
1 200
1 300
1 300

Extract from Table 5, Appendix 1 (New) to EU-OPS 1.430
(Note: table extends to 1200’ DH or MDH, see original in EU-OPS)

published in Appendix 1 (New) to EU-OPS 1.430 for aeroplanes
unless more restrictive minima are notified in respect of a particular
aerodrome.’ For pilots who use AIP charts, EU-OPS is therefore the
basis for calculating minima. For pilots who use Jeppesen charts, it is
worth noting that Jeppesen are transitioning their charts from the
old JAR OPS standard to EU-OPS. At the time of writing (January
2012) most approach plates have been updated, and the minima table
should be labelled ‘STANDARD’ to indicate this. If approach plate
minima are labelled ‘JAR OPS’, there will be separate ‘10-9S’ minima
pages for that airport which should be used instead.
Outside the UK, EU-OPS minima have been implemented in
most other European states. Jeppesen users can generally rely on their
published minima being no lower than the relevant State Minima in
cases where EU-OPS does not apply.
Single pilot minima
Many private pilots will be familiar with para 4.1 AD 1.1.2 from
older versions of the UK AIP:
‘For single pilot operations in an aeroplane, the minimum RVR
for all approaches shall be in accordance with the above, except
that an RVR of less than 800m is not permitted unless using a
suitable autopilot coupled to an ILS or MLS, in which case normal
minima apply. The Decision Height applied must not be less than
1.25 x the minimum use height for the autopilot.’
Along with other minima content, this paragraph is no longer in the
AIP since it now refers to EU-OPS. The relevant rules are now in
para (d) 10 of Appendix 1.430 (New) to EU-OPS:
‘For single pilot operations…
(i) An RVR of less than 800 metres […] may be used for
Category I approaches provided any of the following is
used at least down to the applicable DH:
(A) a suitable autopilot, coupled to an ILS or MLS
which is not promulgated as restricted […]
(ii) Where RTZL and/or RCLL are not available, the
minimum RVR shall not be less than 600 m.
(iii) An RVR of less than 800 metres […] may be used for
APV operations […] when conducting a coupled
approach to a DH equal to or greater than 250 ft.
(note: RTZL = runway touchdown zone lights, RCLL = runway
centreline lights)’
The change is that there is no longer a requirement to use a DH of
1.25x the minimum-use height for the autopilot. To be clear, the ‘less
than 800m’ means that the normal EU-OPS minima published for
Cat I or APV approaches (ie as low as 550m ILS and 600m APV)
90/2012

may be used. For all other approaches, the lowest RVR a single pilot
may use is 800m. This rule is also binding on FAA-licenced pilots,
on the same basis as EU-OPS approach minima are in their entirety,
through ANO Article 109. There is a question of interpretation of
para (d) 10 mentioned above: in what circumstances does the presence
of two pilots mean that a light aircraft in no longer a ‘single pilot
operation’? The type certification of the aircraft (single pilot v multipilot) is irrelevant; a single-pilot aircraft can be operated with two
pilots. What qualifications are required for the second pilot? The
author is not aware of a legal interpretation in the UK which applies
to private flights (obviously, the requirements are quite specific for
AOC operators). It seems reasonable to assume that an appropriate
and current pilot qualification, class rating, instrument rating and
medical are needed, but that further requirements to act as PIC (eg
90 day currency, a type-specific class rating for a single engine
turboprop on the G-register, a high altitude endorsement for an Nregistered aircraft capable of operating above 25,000’) may not be
necessary.
Limiting RVR and the ‘Approach Ban’
The principle of the approach ban is found in ICAO Annex 6 Part
II (General Aviation Operations) para 2.2.4.1. In the UK it is
implemented (for private flights) through ANO Article 109 para 4,
see A11:
‘when making a descent at an aerodrome to a runway for which
there is a notified instrument approach procedure an aircraft
must not descend from a height of 1000 feet or more above the
aerodrome to a height less than 1000 feet above the aerodrome
if the relevant runway visual range for that runway is at the time
less than the specified minimum for landing’
Interestingly, the approach ban applies only momentarily; at the point
the aircraft is descending through 1000’. The approach is quite legal
before and after this point, whatever the RVR. However, you may
not descend through 1000’ unless the reported and controlling RVR
(or visibility in a circling approach), at that instant, is at or above
minima for the approach (or the minima that apply to your
operation, whichever is higher). The approach ban is a
straightforward rule, nevertheless, there are a number of secondary
points that the reader might find useful:
• Where RVR is provided by instruments (IRVR), it may be
updated at short intervals, eg once per minute. When it is
provided by qualified observers, based on calibrated light
references, the updates will often be much less frequent. At most
large ILS airport IRVR is provided.
7
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Jeppesen’s JAR OPS v Standard approach plate labelling
• Under Part 91.175 c2, FAA pilots have an additional a flight
visibility requirement:
‘no pilot may operate an aircraft below the authorized MDA or
continue an approach below the authorized DA/DH unless […]
the flight visibility is not less than the visibility prescribed in the
standard instrument approach being used’
Note that this is flight visibility judged by the pilot. In the event
of a legal action, the author’s understanding is that the NTSB
and US Courts can use the reported met visibility or RVR to
judge how likely it is that the flight visibility was within the
required limits. Note that this is potentially more restrictive than
the UK rules, where below 1000’ only the specified visual
references are required.
• If RVR is not available (eg the instruments have failed or
reference lights have failed), ATC will report visibility. The pilot
is responsible for converting visibility into an RVR equivalent,
‘Converted Met Visibility’ (CMV), in accordance with the
conversion factors from the EU-OPS table below if the CMV
value is 800m or above. It is worth giving an example for the
sake of clarity. If the published approach minima is 550m RVR
and ATC report a visibility of 600m by day with high intensity
lighting available, the CMV is 600m x 1.5 = 900m and thus
above the required 550m minimum. If visibility is 400m, the
notional CMV (400m x 1.5 = 600m) is above minima, but it
may not be used. The approach cannot be flown single pilot
unless the CMV rises to 800m.
• In CAT I operations, only the touchdown zone RVR is controlling;
the mid-point and stop end RVRs may be disregarded. Again,
for the sake of clarity, if the RVR is reported as ‘Runway 27 600
450 300 metres’ when the approach minimum is 550m, the
RVR is above minima and you may descend through 1000’
height to DH/MDH.
• If a touchdown zone RVR is not available, the mid-point RVR
may be used instead, but not the stop end (ATC will have to
revert to observed RVR [with a slower update rate] or met
visibility).

• RVR can change quite rapidly. It is not continuously updated
in the METAR, SPECI or ATIS report. The controlling RVR
is the latest provided by ATC on a tower or approach frequency.
• Note that reported cloud ceiling is never a controlling limit on
conducting an approach. A pilot is entitled to fly an approach
below 1000’ to DH/MDH whatever the cloud ceiling, to see if
the required visual reference is available.
• The instructions for controllers in the extract from CAP493
Manual of Air Traffic Services Part 1) shown on page 9 is selfexplanatory:
• It is perfectly acceptable to commence an approach with RVR
below the minimum, in order to be in a position to continue if
it does increase at or before 1000’. In this case, ATC will ask a
pilot his/her ‘intentions’ at the start of the approach, having
reported an RVR below minima. The reply should be ‘to
continue not below height 1000 ft’. ATC may give further
indications that you are in breach of the approach ban if you
descend below 1000’ AAL without the required RVR and will
not issue a landing clearance, but instead report ‘no known
traffic to affect’.
• If the RVR has been stable at well below minima, it is may be
pointless to attempt an approach and perhaps a discourteous
waste of ATC resources at a time of high workload with other
traffic holding and diverting. However, if RVR has been
changing and near the minima, an approach attempt is
something the pilot may judge as reasonable.
• An actual breach of the approach ban is a serious infringement
that will be reported and enforcement action is likely since the
facts are indisputable. You should declare an emergency in
circumstances where you judge the safest course of action is to
attempt to land below minima.
• If the RVR falls below minima after 1000’ height has been
passed, the approach may be legally continued to DH/MDH.
To continue below DH/MDH and land, the pilot needs to
establish and maintain the visual references described in EUOPS noting the reported RVR is no longer controlling.
Instrument Pilot
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3.6 Transmission to Aircraft
3.6.1 IRVR values are to be passed to aircraft at the beginning of each approach for landing and, thereafter, whenever there is a significant
change in the RVR until the aircraft have landed. A significant change is defined as a change in value of one increment or more. The
current RVR value is also to be passed to aircraft before take-off.
3.6.2 Even though a pilot may have received an IRVR value from the ATIS broadcast, controllers must ensure that they pass the current
value as specified above.
3.6.3 When all three positions are to be reported to the pilot, they are to be passed as three numbers relating to touchdown, mid-point and
stop end respectively, e.g. ‘RVR runway (designator) 650 — 500 — 550 metres’.
3.6.4 If only two values are to be passed, they are to be individually identified, e.g. ‘RVR runway (designator) Touchdown 650 — Stop End
550 metres’.
3.6.5 A high degree of priority should be given to such broadcasts to ensure that current RVR information is provided to pilots with the
minimum delay.
The ‘increment’ referred to in 3.6.1 is 25m in the interval 0 to 400m, 50m in the interval 400m to 800m, and 100m from 800m to 1500m

Non-precision approaches: continuous descent final approach
(CDFA) technique
Non-precision approaches (NPA) have a much poorer safety record
than precision approaches. The size and weight of transport jets
makes the ‘traditional’ platform profile of an NPA undesirable.
Consequently, commercial operators have used CDFA techniques for
some time now. EU-OPS has a requirement that all NPAs must be
flown using the CDFA technique unless a specific exemption is
obtained. At present in the UK this requirement does not apply to
private aircraft and it is likely that the future EASA OPS will also
exempt private aircraft from mandatory CDFAs. However, because
of the extent to which CFDAs are prevalent in commercial flying,
Jeppesen approach plates now generally only depict a CDFA profile
and NPA minima are usually labelled ‘CDFA’ and ‘DA(H)’ rather
than ‘MDA(H)’. A full review of this subject would be an article in
its own right. In the author’s opinion, as long as the approach plate
indicates (as Jeppesen and the AIP presently do) the obstacle clearing
heights on the final approach and the missed approach point, a
private operator is entitled to use a platform descent method instead
of a CDFA, using the DH as an MDH. The question of RVR
minima on an NPA not using CDFA is more complicated. EU-OPS
1.430 [ie the main body of text, rather than the Appendix (New) to
1.430] specifies that operators shall add 200m (for Cat A & B
aircraft, 400m for C & D) to RVR minima when a CDFA is not
used. However, for private flights in the UK, only the Appendix is
binding. Within the Appendix the method by which minima are calculated for an NPA is detailed in paragraph (d) and tables 5 and 6.
Using this method there are some circumstances in which a published
CDFA RVR does not need to be increased by 200m on a private
flight if a CDFA is not flown, and some in which it does. If the
Jeppesen minima are labelled or footnoted ‘CDFA’, the most practical
options are either to fly a CDFA or to add 200m to the RVR.
Otherwise, a pilot must calculate the minima himself to see if it is
possible to avoid adding the 200m. Pilots who fly the CDFA
technique should note that Jeppesen NPA minima labelled ‘DA(H)’
are generally identical to the old obstacle clearing MDA(H) minima
—ie an allowance has not been added for the ‘dip’ below decision
height. It is the author’s understanding that CDFA risk assessments
have concluded such an allowance is not essential, although 20’-50’
(for light aircraft) is recommended by some authorities.
Aircraft approach categories
RVR minima on non-precision and circling approaches will often
vary significantly according to an aircraft’s approach category (less
often in the case of an ILS). As a reminder, the category is
determined by the aircraft’s threshold speed (VAT), defined as 1.3x
the stall speed in the landing configuration (VSO).
A pilot can certainly elect to fly to a higher category (eg to use the
‘Cat C&D’ procedure) but, obviously, not to a lower one. Most
piston aircraft and single-engine turboprops will be Category A, but
some high performance types may be capable of flying approaches at

The ‘Approach Ban’ elsewhere in Europe
(EU-OPS 1.405a) reads:
‘the approach shall not be continued beyond the outer marker, or equivalent position, if the reported RVR/visibility is less than the applicable
minima’. The ‘equivalent position’ is defined as ‘a position that can be
established by means of a DME distance, a suitably located NDB or
VOR, SRE or PAR fix or any other suitable fix between 3 and 5 miles
from threshold that independently establishes the position of the aeroplane.’
Where ‘no outer marker or equivalent position exists’, 1000’ height
above aerodrome is used, as in the UK.
The author is not aware of the exact status of the approach ban for
private flights in different European countries. On the basis that EUOPS has been adopted across the EU, and in the absence of an
authoritative source to the contrary, the author recommends that:
– EU-OPS minima should be used for approaches and landing
– The 800m RVR limit on single pilots without a coupled
autopilot, as per EU-OPS, should be applied
– EU-OPS minima should be considered the lowest limit for takeoffs (do not assume the UK’s 150m RVR for private flight
applies)
– The EU-OPS approach ban should be complied with
Note that Jeppesen’s published minima in EU countries are consistent
with EU-OPS and use the labelling described in the figure on page 8.
The UK uses a slightly different wording in the approach ban from
ICAO and EU-OPS.
Shallow fog and visual approaches
It is possible, on occasion, for RVR to be significantly lower than met
visibility. The visibility is that prevailing in a 360 degree arc around
an observation point, whilst RVR is measured along specific runway
locations. An airport with a runway obscured by shallow fog may
report a visibility of 3000m and an RVR of 300m. The runway may
even be clearly visible from above the fog. However, if RVR is
reported, it is the controlling minima for an instrument approach,
whatever the visibility.
In some instances, pilots may be tempted to think a visual
approach may be possible (as a reminder, this is an approach by an
IFR flight when part or all of an instrument approach procedure is not
completed and the approach is executed with visual reference to terrain).
However, in the UK (and also under EU-OPS), a visual approach is
not permitted when the RVR is below 800m, whatever runway visual
references happen to be available.
Circling approaches
From EU-OPS 1.435, circling is ‘The visual phase of an instrument
approach to bring an aircraft into position for landing on a runway
which is not suitably located for a straight-in approach’. There is an
important implication here. Circling is a phase of an instrument
approach, not a separate procedure subsequent to an instrument
approach. Therefore, the circling minima (note: visibility is used for
circling, not RVR) are limiting for all pre-flight and in-flight planning
and approach ban purposes, if circling is required.
90/2012
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Lighting elements in operation
HI approach and runway lighting
Any type of lighting installation
other than above
No lighting

RVR/CVM = Reported met.Visibility x
Day
Night
1,5
2,0
1,0
1,5
1,0

Aeroplane Category
A
B
C
D
E

Not applicable

speeds similar to Cat C or D aircraft. If you fly faster than your
category, you should use appropriately higher minima. If an approach
is approved for Cat A and B only, you should not exceed typical Cat
B speeds (or any speed limits published for the procedure).
Summary of minima calculation
• Identify the published minima for a specific procedure to a
specific runway, calculated in accordance with Appendix 1
(New) to EU-OPS 1.430 from the Jeppesen plates. (Pilots
using AIP charts will need to calculate the minima themselves
using the published information on obstacle heights and
lighting).
• Of those, select the minima that apply given
– the operational status of radio aids, GPS,
EGNOS, lighting and RVR reporting
– your aircraft equipment, serviceability
and airworthiness approval

VAT
Less than 91 kt
From 91 to 120 kt
From 121 to 140 kt
From 141 to 165 kt
From 166 to210 kt

– your aircraft’s approach category
• Apply any additions to the minima, eg
– 200m RVR for a non-CDFA NPA, or an elective
50’ dip allowance on a CDFA DA(H) approach
– PEC and temperature correction
– personal minima additions
• If single-pilot and not flying a coupled ILS or APV approach,
take the higher of your calculated RVR minimum and 800m.
• Brief the plates so you can at least readily find any other
minima which you might need in the event of a runway change
or equipment failure.
• If the approach lighting system is a necessary part of your
procedure, note what to expect (how many bars?) from the
small depiction on the approach plate. Check the 10-9 airport
chart and chart legend pages as required.

Pilots’ talk

Compiled by Sahib Bleher
Cabair leaves Cranfield students out of pocket
Cabair International, the Cranﬁeld based FTO, has ceased trading
leaving many students facing losses of up to £70,000 on prepaid fees.
Cabair had only recently returned to service oﬀering both integrated
and modular training packages following the news in October 2011
that its UK operation had suspended training and closed its PPL
schools around the UK. At that time, Cabair CEO, Andy Cruise,
had promised that new funding had become available which would
allow the FTO to oﬀer training again. Students already taking the
integrated course of study were asked to pay a top-up charge of up
to £15,000. e students who had accepted this oﬀer will now have
lost this extra investment on top of any previously paid fees.
Quiet taxying by means of reclaiming braking energy
According to recent research by an engineering team in the UK, the
heat energy produced by the friction of a passenger jet’s braking
system during landing could be captured and converted into
electricity. ‘Taxying is a highly fuel-ineﬃcient part of any trip by
aircraft, with emissions and noise pollution caused by jet engines
being a huge issue for airports all over the world’ said Paul Stewart,
a professor at the University of Lincoln, who led the research. ‘Motorgenerators built into the landing gear could capture the wasted heat
and convert it into electricity which would then be stored and
supplied to in-hub motors in the wheels of the plane when it needed
to taxi. An Airbus A320, for example, could potentially produce up
to three megawatts of power.’ He also went on to explain how they
had ‘… explored a wide variety of ways of harnessing this energy,
such as generating electricity from the interaction between copper
coils embedded in the runway and magnets attached to the underside
of the aircraft, and then feeding the power produced into the local
electricity grid. If the new generation of aircraft that emerges over
the next 15 to 20 years could incorporate this kind of technology, it
would deliver enormous beneﬁts—especially for people living near
airports.’ Currently commercial aircraft spend a lot of time on the
ground with their noisy jet engines running. In future this technology
could signiﬁcantly reduce the need for them to do that.
Instrument Pilot

Graphical notams
Skydemon (www.skydemonlight.com) is providing (for free!) a ﬂight
planning site with chart background and overlaid airspace which,
whilst geared for VFR ﬂight, is an extremely handy tool for getting
an overview of current notams for a planned route. Notams relating
to the route and level entered are listed in a side bar and also pop up
on mouse-over of the area they relate to, as does airﬁeld and airspace
information. Routes can even be saved to the local system.

Spherical aircraft
A tiny spherical aircraft combines the best features of helicopters and
ﬁxed-wing airplanes. Japan’s Defence Ministry unveiled a beach ball
sized prototype which they say is a model for future reconnaissance
or rescue vehicles. Propellers, gyroscopes and control surfaces are all
contained within the sphere, allowing for hovering, eﬃcient forward
ﬂight and even rolling on rough terrain. A short video is available at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pF0uLnMoQZA.
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How an aerofoil creates lift
‘A wing lifts when the air pressure above it is lowered. It is often said
that this happens because the airﬂow moving over the top curved
surface has a longer distance to travel and needs to go faster to have
the same transit time as the air travelling along the lower, ﬂat surface.
But this is wrong,’ explained Professor Holger Babinsky of Cambridge
University. ‘I don’t know when the explanation ﬁrst surfaced but its
been around for decades. You ﬁnd it taught in textbooks, explained
on television and even described in aircraft manuals for pilots. In the
worst case it can lead to a fundamental misunderstanding of some of
the most important principles of aerodynamics.’ To show that this
common explanation is wrong, Babinsky ﬁlmed pulses of smoke
ﬂowing around an aerofoil (the shape of a wing in cross-section).
When the video is paused, it’s clear that the transit times above and
below the wing are not equal: the air moves faster over the top surface
and has already gone past the end of the wing by the time the ﬂow
below the aerofoil reaches the end of the lower surface. To see the
short video go to: www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/how-wings-reallywork. ‘What actually causes lift is introducing a shape into the airﬂow,
which curves the streamlines and introduces pressure changes: lower
pressure on the upper surface; and higher pressure on the lower
surface,’ clariﬁed Babinsky, from the Department of Engineering.
‘is is why a ﬂat surface like a sail is able to cause lift. Here the
distance on each side is the same but it is slightly curved when it is
rigged and so it acts as an aerofoil. In other words, it’s the curvature
that creates lift, not the distance.’

Glass panels are no safer
According to a new study by the Air Safety Institute, the safety
records of airplanes with glass panels are about the same as airplanes
of the same model with analogue cockpits. However, the study found
that ‘glass-panel aircraft may be more susceptible to accidents during
take-oﬀs, landings, and go-arounds’, e available data were
insuﬃcient to conclude what caused the diﬀerence. Some factors,
according to the study, might include transition training, a tendency
to ﬁxate on the glass panels instead of external cues, or diﬃculty in
interpreting airspeed and altitude from the glass-panel readouts
compared to interpreting analogue displays.
Colour change on Jeppesen enroute, area and orientation charts
for GRID minimum off-route altitude (MORA)
Regulations published by the FAA (FAR 121.333, FAR 135.157) and
in EU-OPS (1.385, 1.770, and 1.775) regarding the supplemental
oxygen equipment requirements led to the review of the Jeppesen
speciﬁcations. Customer feedback was also taken into account.
Hitherto Jeppesen used green for values below, and magenta for
values at and above 14,000 ft. On paper charts the colour change
now occurs at a new value of 10,000 ft. Electronic chart depictions
will reﬂect the changes later in the year.

World’s first 4-D flight takes off
A historic test ﬂight, which took place over Europe, has major
implications for improving safety and fuel eﬃciencies as well as
reducing ﬂight times and CO2 emissions. e A320 test aircraft ﬂew
from Toulouse to Copenhagen and Stockholm and then back to
Toulouse to test an initial four-dimensional (I-4D) ﬂight operation.
e I-4D concept includes four dimensions: lateral; longitudinal;
vertical; and time. It uses airborne computed predictions in the air
traﬃc ground systems to establish, far in advance, a sequence for all
aircraft converging on a merging point in a congested area. With I4D, controllers receive the four-dimensional intent of an aircraft via
an ADS-C downlink. ey can then ensure that the ground and air
expectations are the same by checking and where necessary uplinking
the lateral and vertical path. Should it be necessary to further
constrain the ﬂight at a ﬁx, a time constraint that meets both the
ground requirements and is achievable by the aircraft can be
coordinated. When this has been agreed, the aircraft can optimise its
proﬁle to ﬂy the path in the most economic/environmentally friendly
way. Once the concept has been reﬁned and approved, aircraft will
progress in four dimensions, sharing accurate airborne predictions
with the ground systems. e system will also be able to meet time
constraints at speciﬁc waypoints with high precision when traﬃc
density requires it. e ﬂight trial was the ﬁrst live demonstration of
an initial four-dimensional ﬂight, and a key element of the SESAR
programe towards 4D trajectory management. It is expected that,
subject to successful tests and developments, the ﬁrst Airbus aircraft
with I-4D capability will be in service around 2018. If everything
works smoothly it will be adopted by the industry starting in 2016.
90/2012

Most airline pilots fall asleep in the cockpit
e British Airline Pilots Association, acting to oppose new less
stringent rest rules, told a Transport Select Committee that nearly
half of its members already admit to falling asleep in the cockpit, and
that’s not all. According to BALPA, this ﬁgure is likely to be underreported and, as it stands, 80 percent of accidents are already due to
human error. BALPA testiﬁed that new European rules could increase
working hour limits for UK commercial pilots from 16.5 hours to
22 hours under certain conditions. Andrew Haines, chief executive
of the CAA, said that the 22 hours scenario would be ‘exceptionally
rare.’ And the CAA’s position is that there is no evidence that the
proposed rules would put passengers at risk. BALPA says that a survey
of 500 union pilots found that 43 percent had fallen asleep on the
ﬂight deck and one third of those woke to ﬁnd another pilot asleep—
negating all beneﬁts of multi-crew operations! According to Jim
McAuslan, BALPA general secretary, the new EU proposals would
see UK pilots ﬂying ‘further (as far as California), with no back-up
crew.’ And it would ‘allow pilots to do up to seven early starts in a
row.’ e new rules are backed by the UK aviation minister, who is
seeking uniform rules for commercial pilots in Europe.
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Flapless UAV uses Coanda effect for aircraft attitude control
BAE Systems has released an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that
uses the Coanda eﬀect (CE) to manoeuvre the aircraft in place of
control surfaces such as ailerons and ﬂaps. e CE is the tendency of
a ﬂuid jet to be attracted to a nearby solid surface. It has many
applications in air conditioning and cardiovascular medicine apart
from aeronautical and even space applications. In airplanes, directed
air ﬂows use the CE to cause the air to stick to the control surfaces
such as ailerons and elevators to provide lift for attitude control.

According to Cranﬁeld, one of the universities involved in the project
and famed for its aeronautical research, this ﬂapless approach oﬀers
several advantages over moving ﬂap technology as it requires fewer
moving parts, less maintenance and provides the aircraft with a more
stealthy proﬁle. In Cumbria, DEMON successfully demonstrated
ﬂapless ﬂight when, for a planned portion of a test ﬂight, the
conventional ﬂap control system was turned oﬀ and the aircraft ﬂew
and manoeuvred using the new technology.
Stapleford warning of airspace conflict with Easyjet
Colin Dobney, Head of Training at Stapleford Flight Centre, has
issued a warning to all GA pilots ﬂying in the vicinity of Hanningﬁeld
Reservoir, Essex, to be aware of potential conﬂict with jet aircraft
following the expansion of Southend Airport. From April 2, Easyjet
will commence regular scheduled ﬂights to destinations in the UK
and Europe from the newly-expanded Southend Airport. is is
likely to result in a routing over Hanningﬁeld Reservoir at 3,000ft,
an area regularly used for general handling lessons for students and
for many PPL navigation exercises. It is essential that all pilots contact
Southend Approach on 130.775 when going east from Stapleford
and continuously listen out on that frequency. Pilots are asked to
comply with Southend’s requests to operate below certain levels, even
though not legally obliged to do so, whilst the commercial traﬃc
transits into controlled airspace.
Garmin GTN650 and GTN750 touchscreens receive EASA
approval as minor modification
e GTN 750, GTN 650 and GMA35 have been approved by EASA
with an ETSO and an EASA AML STC. is means the GTN 650
& 750 can be installed as both single units or as a dual installation in
any combination, Single GTN 650, Single GTN 750, Dual GTN
650 or GTN 650 & GTN 750, as well as Dual GTN 750. In the
past, costly major modiﬁcation certiﬁcation would have been needed
to replace a GNS series of avionics. With this ESTC, only a minor
modiﬁcation is required to cover the installation of the antennas and
the individual wiring connections for each aircraft.

BAE’s Advanced Technology Centre, along with Manchester
University and nine other UK universities, with support from the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council embarked on
the FLAVIIR (ﬂapless, autonomous vehicle, integrated industry
research) project in 2004. ey set out to bring together a range of
technologies, including aerodynamics, control systems, electromagnetics, manufacturing, materials/structures, numerical simulation
and integration ‘to develop technologies for a maintenance-free, low
cost UAV without conventional control surfaces and without
performance penalty over conventional craft.’ eir ﬁrst version is
called the Demon UAV, which is a delta-winged, ‘blended wing body’
aircraft conﬁguration. e CE is utilised by blowing jets of air over
specially designed geometries strategically placed over the wing to
provide lift as needed for the manoeuvres. e ﬂapless system requires
less maintenance and will produce less noise, giving the aircraft
tremendous stealth capabilities. e ﬂuidic ﬂight control system
could also allow for aircraft with signiﬁcantly reduced wing size.

ICAO flight plan changes

Timothy Nathan describes the forthcoming flight plan form changes

○ Presence of relevant serviceable equipment on board

The details of the FPL are changing. The final implementation date
is 15 November 2012, but ICAO has issued guidelines to service
providers to phase in changes before then. ICAO has issued NEW
standards and formats which are not incompatible with PRESENT
standards (their terminology), but are either a superset or a change
of rules which don’t affect what is written into the form.
However, as the rules are changing, members should be aware of
the changes as there are NEW restrictions and limitations, and NEW
codes in items 10 and 18.
In summary:
1.Submission of flight plans, standardised format for specifying
the date of flight (DOF)
• IFR flight plans may be submitted only up to 120 hours
before the estimated off-block time of a flight
• It is mandatory to insert the date of flight in Item 18
(DOF/) if it is more than 24 hours in advance of the
estimated off-block time
2. Item 10a – Radio communication, navigation and approach
aid equipment and capabilities (see table below)
• Changes to the way aircraft equipage and capabilities are
expressed. Capabilities comprise the following elements:
Instrument Pilot

○ Equipment and capabilities commensurate with flight

the aircraft

○ Where applicable, authorisation from the appropriate

crew qualifications

authority
• The use of alphanumeric characters
• Increased field size
• ADF removed from Standard Equipment
3. Item 10b – Surveillance equipment and capability (see table
below)
• Changes to the way aircraft surveillance equipment and
capabilities are expressed, and the use of alphanumeric
characters
• Increased field size to a maximum of 20 characters
4. Item 15 – Route
• Bearing/distance two to five characters from a significant
point (previously it was two to three characters from a
navaid). It does not seem to specify what a significant point
is, but I guess it means anything that BRNAV might be
aware of including beacons, intersections, waypoints etc.
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5. Item 18 – Other information (see table below)
Item 18 will now be fully machine interpreted so the layout
must be precise, using only the correct indicators and not
putting in any spurious obliques or spaces. They warn that if
anything is put in wrong, it might compromise the system’s
ability to interpret the whole of Item 18.
There are six new indicators: PBN/, SUR/, DOF/, DLE/,
ORGN/, TALT/
• PBN/ is used to indicate RNAV and/or RNP capabilities.
The PBN/ indicator conveys not only navigational
capability with respect to accuracy, but also information
N
S
A
B
C
D
E1
E2
E3
F
G
H
Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Note 4
Note 5

N

•

•
•
•

regarding what type of navigational equipment is used to
achieve it, introducing a relationship between PBN/ in Item
18 and Item 10a (Equipment).
Distinction between take-off and destination alternate
aerodromes:
○ ALTN/ is now used for the destination alternate
○ TALT/ is a new indicator for take-off alternate
Specific sequencing of indicators
Revised reasons for special handling used in STS/
DEP/, DEST/, ALTN/, RALT/ now allow insertion of
lat/long or bearing/distance

Item 10a – Radio communication, navigation and approach aid equipment and capabilities*

Nil COM/NAV/APP
I
Inertial Navigation
M3
ATC RTF (Iridium)
VHF RTF, VOR, ILS (see Note 1)
J1
CPDLC ATN VDL Mode 2 (see Note 3)
O
VOR
GBAS landing system
J2
CPDLC FANS 1/A HFDL
P1–P9 Reserved for RCP
LPV (APV with SBAS)
J3
CPDLC FANS 1/A VDL Mode A
R
PBN approved (see Note 4)
LORAN C
J4
CPDLC FANS 1/A VDL Mode 2
T
TACAN
DME
J5
CPDLC FANS 1/A SATCOM (INMARSAT) U
UHF RTF
FMC WPR ACARS
J6
CPDLC FANS 1/A SATCOM (MTSAT)
V
VHF RTF
D-FIS ACARS
J7
CPDLC FANS 1/A SATCOM (Iridium)
W
RVSM approved
PDC ACARS
K
MLS
X
MNPS approved
ADF
L
ILS
Y
VHF 8.33
GNSS (see Note 2)
M1
ATC RTF SATCOM (INMARSAT)
Z
Other equipment or capabilities (see Note 5)
HF RTF
M2
ATC RTF (MTSAT)
If the letter S is used, standard equipment is considered to be VHF RTF, VOR and ILS, unless another combination is prescribed by the appropriate ATS
authority. (note removal of ADF)
If the letter G is used, the types of external GNSS augmentation, if any, are specified in Item 18 following the indicator NAV/ and separated by a space.
See RTCA/EUROCAE Interoperability Requirements Standard For ATN Baseline 1 (ATN B1 INTEROP Standard – DO-280B/ED-110B) for data link services
air traffic control clearance and information/air traffic control communications management/air traffic control microphone check.
If the letter R is used, the performance based navigation levels that can be met are specified in Item 18 following the indicator PBN/. Guidance material on
the application of performance based navigation to a specific route segment, route or area is contained in the Performance-Based Navigation Manual
(Doc 9613).
If the letter Z is used, specify in Item 18 the other equipment carried or other capabilities, preceded by COM/, NAV/ and/or DAT, as appropriate.
*Information on navigation capability is provided to ATC for clearance and routing purposes

Item 10b – Surveillance equipment and capabilities

No surveillance equipment for the route to be flown is carried, or the
S
Transponder – Mode S, including both pressure altitude and aircraft
equipment is unserviceable
identification capability
A
Transponder – Mode A (4 digits — 4096 codes)
X
Transponder – Mode S with neither aircraft identification nor pressurealtitude capability
C
Transponder – Mode A (4 digits — 4096 codes) and Mode C
E
Transponder – Mode S, including aircraft identification, pressure-altitude B1
ADS-B with dedicated 1090 MHz ADS-B “out” capability
and extended squitter (ADS-B) capability
B2
ADS-B with dedicated 1090 MHz ADS-B “out” and “in” capability
H
Transponder – Mode S, including aircraft identification, pressure-altitude U1
ADS-B “out” capability using UAT
and enhanced surveillance capability
U2
ADS-B “out” and “in” capability using UAT
I
Transponder – Mode S, including aircraft identification, but no pressure- V1
ADS-B “out” capability using VDL Mode 4
altitude capability
V2
ADS-B “out” and “in” capability using VDL Mode 4
L
Transponder – Mode S, including aircraft identification, pressure-altitude, D1
ADS-C with FANS 1/A capabilities
extended squitter (ADS-B) and enhanced surveillance capability
G1
ADS-C with ATN capabilities
P
Transponder – Mode S, including pressure-altitude, but no aircraft
identification capability
Note: Use one or more of the above descriptors, to a maximum of 20 characters, to describe the serviceable surveillance equipment and/or capabilities on board.
Additional surveillance application should be listed in Item 18 following the indicator SUR/.
Example: ADE3RV/HB2U2V2G1

Item 18 PBN/ – Indication of RNAV and/or RNP capabilities

RNAV Specifications
D2 RNAV 1 GNSS
A1
RNAV 10 (RNP 10)
D3 RNAV 1 DME/DME
B1
RNAV 5 all permitted sensors
D4 RNAV 1 DME/DME/IRU
B2
RNAV 5 GNSS
RNP Specifications
B3
RNAV 5 DME/DME
L1
RNP 4
B4
RNAV 5 VOR/DME
O1 Basic RNP 1 all permitted sensors
B5
RNAV 5 INS or IRS
O2 Basic RNP 1 GNSS
B6
RNAV 5 LORANC
O3 Basic RNP 1 DME/DME
C1 RNAV 2 all permitted sensors
O4 Basic RNP 1 DME/DME/IRU
C2 RNAV 2 GNSS
S1
RNP APCH
C3 RNAV 2 DME/DME
S2
RNP APCH with BARO-VNAV
C4 RNAV 2 DME/DME/IRU
T1
RNP AR APCH with RF (special authorisation required)
D1 RNAV 1 all permitted sensors
T2
RNP AR APCH without RF (special authorisation required)
Note: Include as many of the descriptors above as apply to the flight, up to a maximum of eight entries, ie not more than 16 characters in total.
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The options for instrument training
Jim Thorpe offers a breakdown of what is involved for each of the current options

It is a time of great change in the way aviation is regulated in and
possibly an even greater change in the way instrument flying training
and testing might be organised. Understandably, many pilots are
hesitant to set out on this demanding and expensive process while
options are unclear. I am assuming an existing holder with some basic
understanding of the regulatory process. When I say a particular route
is easy or hard, this is a relative judgement. Application and effort is
needed to succeed in any form of instrument training.
The current/possible/future options are:
• FAA IR
• JAA IR
• EASA IR
• IMCR
FAA IR
The FAA IR has been popular in Europe since it is perceived as
relatively easy to acquire, with few irrelevances to the needs of single
pilot instrument flying. The theoretical knowledge (TK) can be
studied by distance learning and is not inordinately difficult. Testing
can take place in limited locations Europe in but pretty well anywhere
in the USA. The amount of mandatory flying training is modest. The
testing is relatively relaxed and easy to find in the USA, although
somewhat more difficult to organise in Europe. It’s an ICAO
qualification so works on an N-registered aircraft anywhere. The
major fly in the ointment is that EASA looks likely to insist that
European residents must hold an EASA IR, so effectively to fly an
N-registered aircraft you will need to be dual qualified. Thus for the
moment, and possibly forever, the FAA IR is not an attractive
proposition for a European resident.
JAA IR
The JAA IR has been unpopular because the TK is quite demanding
and is perceived as having a large amount of irrelevant content. That
said, of late, there seems to have been a softening of attitude as to the
degree of difficulty. With a ‘get the job done’ attitude it is not quite
as bad as the general perceptions suggest. The 50 hours of flying
training must be done in an ATO. Most ATOs are focussed on cadet
commercial pilots and their attitude to paying customers can be
idiosyncratic. This is not true everywhere, and high quality
instruction is available. For whatever reason, the process seems to take
about six weeks of more or less full time effort and this compares
unfavourably with the two week highly intensive possibilities there
are in the USA. Again this is not to say that determined pilots do not
find ways of overcoming this and doing the course at weekends for
example, but they are in a minority. A JAA IR translates painlessly
and automatically into an EASA IR. It is also possible to get an FAA
IR on the back of a JAA IR with only a fairly simple foreign pilot
theory exam.
EASA IR
At one level the EASA IR is identical to the JAA IR. In a few weeks
time graduates from training schools will just be issued with an EASA
IR rather than a JAA IR. However there has been the long and
tortuous FCL 008 process which has tried to develop a more flexible,
dare I say FAA like process, by which a PPL can obtain an IR. There
are hopeful signs that this will happen, but it is at best 18 months
away. Basically only 10 hours would be required in an ATO. Most
people will need 40 hours total dual instruction, so 30 of these could
be with an independent instructor. I want to return to how these mix
and match solutions might work.
Instrument Pilot

IMCR
The IMCR has been around for a long time as a UK only
qualification. The TK element is pretty trivial, and the 15 hours of
training can be delivered by any qualified instructor and examined
by a qualified examiner. It has been a very popular qualification used
by different pilots in different ways in a spectrum running from
making them better VFR pilots to treating it as a full IR other than
not being usable in all classes of airspace. The current situation is that
EASA are offering grandfather rights to existing IMCR holders, and
there is pressure to persuade EASA to allow a UK opt out to enable
it to continue to issue the qualification in UK airspace.
EIR
In order to have a sub ICAO qualification that enables pilots to build
up to an IR and which would work across the whole of and in all
airspace, EASA are proposing the En Route Instrument Rating the
EIR. This requires 15 hours training, 10 of which must be in an
ATO. It would allow the pilot to fly en route in any airspace but take
off and landing must be under VFR. After initial opposition,
especially in the UK where it was wrongly seen as an replacement, it
seems now to be regarded with favour. Quite how this will play at
the EASA level when the consultation draws to a close remains to be
seen.
Which is best?
If you want an instrument qualification now, or in the near future,
the situation is complicated and the ‘right’ answer will depend very
much on you motivation, personal skills, and most of all the pressure
on your time and money.
No matter what the system or the bar room experts say about
training requirements most average pilots with limited experience
have always needed about 40 hours of decent directed instruction to
reach the level of competence needed to pass an IR level skill test
anywhere in the world. That’s not to say that the odd super star
cannot manage in 30, or that a few struggle on for 60 hours, but the
generalisation is useful number to work with.
Its pretty indisputable that the best way to train is to dedicate your
life to it for a period and take the test immediately at the end of this
intensive training. For some reason in the UK we have it in our heads
that this takes six weeks. Certainly the weather, the lack of instrument
approach capacity, and an ancient, tech fault prone training fleet don’t
help. The Americans have been turning out a decent two week IR
for years. Make no mistake, it is a 14 day, 15 hours a day scenario,
but they do it, and the candidates say they get what they pay for.
Incidentally they do all the required hours in the aircraft, just using
a non approved desktop Sim as a teaching aid. At a typical UK ATO,
you will spend half the course in an approved FNPT simulator. It
can be agreed that the Sim is a better teaching environment than the
aircraft for part of the course, and it is much cheaper than an aircraft,
especially a twin. This argument is maybe more valid for the cadet
heading for a type rating, rather than a PPL IR heading for the sky
in an SEP, when cost may not be quite such a factor.
You own aircraft and glass cockpits
Then there is the question of aircraft type. The IR test, and indeed
IFR flying in general, is definitely easier with a glass cockpit than
with traditional equipment. It is also easier if you are already very
comfortable with the aircraft. However there are negatives; if you
have complex avionics you are expected to really be able to use them,
and many owners only bother with the basics. Maybe the instructor
is unfamiliar with your aircraft and needs time to get up to speed. If
14
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you have an older aircraft a fixed card ADF rather than an RMI will
definitely make things harder. The ADF requirement is changing but
that’s still going to have implications for the skill test for a couple of
years to come. Maybe you fit the kit and think that with an instructor
you can do most of the 30 hours outside an ATO.
Organising the lessons
You may think you can offset the cost and do some training during
you regular business trips to Geneva. The answer to this is, well
maybe. I have no doubt your instructor will be pleased to assist (this
one certainly would) but the training value of such a trip will be far
less than a dedicated training flight with a route designed to pack the
maximum learning into the shortest time. Also, at the end of a
business day you are hardly likely to be best able to assimilate
knowledge. On the other hand you will be building real world
experience which will significantly aid the process when you go it
alone. After all PPL IR Europe was formed to help those who has
passed the test but felt largely unprepared to face the real IFR issues.
So as long as you clearly understand the realties, maybe 30 hours
of business flying will be fine as long as you think of it in terms of 10
hours of training value. Then there is continuity. Instrument flying
competence decays at an alarming rate, especially when you are
inexperienced. For most working people with a family the options
here are limited. If you are going to do it ad hoc over a couple of
years then perhaps think in terms of doing 90 hours. If you can
organise some long weekends over an extended period, with maybe
a one week period approaching the test, think 60 hours. All these are
training hours; increase the numbers if some of them are business
trips. I am not trying to be gloomy. If cash and speed are not the
most important factors it is quite likely this sort of training will be
much more enjoyable and leave you a better pilot than some intensive
model.
Surely 40 hours is excessive?
You will have noticed that I have started talking about quite big
numbers of hours, but the sub ICAO qualifications are based on 15
hours. You can form your own judgment here. Firstly, the EIR is not
trying to do the same job as an IR. A perfectly viable strategy for
some people will be to get the EIR and then build experience and
confidence in relatively benign weather conditions. Later, when they
are ready, they can upgrade to the IR fairly painlessly. This brings me
to another point; it is vital you build good habits from the start. There
is a lot of hearsay and personal opinion in flying, and if someone has
ingrained in you that real men don’t use the autopilot, or only
technophobes don’t use the autopilot or whatever, you are going to
regret it at some later stage when some skill test focussed instructor
has to break your ingrained bad habits. There is a wide range of
understanding of what being IFR capable means. Occasionally, sitting
alongside some pilots, I am reminded of the old joke about the landscape gardener who kept shouting out of the window, ‘green side up
lads’ to the turf layers. One day I will finally lose it and blue side up
will escape from my subconscious and over the intercom.
I need to do it now
My opinion is that there is nothing good to say about the JAA TK
for the PPL, but if you are in hurry just bite the bullet, forget about
how useful or otherwise it is, and do a course by whatever study
method suits you.
Select your ATO carefully. There are one or two who are relatively
flexible, and you can find schools where you can use your own aircraft
or alter the balance of simulator and aircraft time. They might even
be able to get in a couple of business trips, but they would be pushing
the limits of the current system to do this. My feeling is that with a
glass cockpit aircraft, 40 hours should be the target not 50, so a bit
of hours building is fine. Try to allocate fixed periods and then don’t
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spend half your time on the mobile. Long weekends, not spread too
far apart, can work well, given that most schools’ main business is
Monday to Friday approaches, and aircraft availability can be better
at the weekend. When you are nearly test ready, come hell or high
water, you will have to allocate three or ideally four days for the sprint
to the finish. If you cannot make these sort of commitments, well so
be it, but don’t expect anything near the minimum training times.
A gradual approach
The IMCR is not really helpful until its future becomes clearer. If
you are a current IMCR holder then it is likely that your training
and experience will already give you as much credit as you can use,
and you will need more than the absolute minimum hours to reach
skill test standard. That said, I think an upgrade from the IMCR to
the full EASA IR will be readily achievable for reasonably current and
committed IMCR holders, although even the much reduced TK may
a significant hurdle for some.
If the proposed EIR comes into law, and you like the idea of being
able to build experience as P1 then that’s fine. The TK is identical to
that for the full IR and it lasts for seven years. You do the 15 hours,
get your EIR, and when you feel ready, upgrade to the full IR. Again,
you will probably have all the required hours except for the 10 in the
ATO, but in reality you are likely to need a few more to reach the
test standard.
The dream ticket
I personally believe that companies should be able to deliver a good
IR in a tight but realistic timescale. If I were a student my model
would be a G1000 C172, or maybe a diesel DA40, and a nonapproved Redbird desktop G1000 simulator. I would want my
courses to start with a one day assessment trip and briefing to
establish the parameters and check out the personal chemistry. Maybe
integrate this into a business trip and put three or four hours in the
bank. I would be very clear, as the customer, that I need to know the
checklists, speed and power settings really, really well at the outset,
or I will be spending money for someone to sit next to me in a noisy
unsuitable remedial classroom. I would expect to be provided with
an inclusive iPad loaded with all the software, manuals, company
procedures, progress check quizzes etc. I am on my own for the TK.
I have to tick that box in whatever way works for me. Then I would
be looking for three long weekends midday Friday to midday
Monday starting in the South of England with all the flying in the
Channel Islands and Northern France. This minimises VAT, keeps
fuel costs down and gives access to reasonably priced and quiet
airfields with all the necessary IAPs. I would aim for about 12 hours
a weekend plus some simulator time. Every evening in the hotel
would need to be spent working on applied TK and briefing the next
day’s flights. I should then be ready for the skill test, and it may be
most effective to locate to Bournemouth or somewhere similar for
two or three days to finish off with some likely test routes and the
test itself, leaving a little extra time to avoid howling gales and fog.
Will this be cheap?—of course not. It might be possible to work a
little approved FNP2 time into the mix. This might achieve a small
saving and might even be valuable if I were having some specific
difficulty. If I want a quality product attuned to the customers’ needs
and profitable enough to pay highly qualified quality instructors a
living wage, then the implication is obvious. However it should be
possible to buy a relevant, enjoyable, experience leading to a high
probability of a first time pass, and a confident pilot who can cope
with the demands of single pilot IFR.
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Sitting the IR TK exams and flight test

Peter Holy follows his article on training options with one about his experiences undertaking the training
Theoretical knowledge exams
The UK CAA exams run every two months. For the IR they are split
into two modules as follows:
Module 1
• Air Law & Operational Procedures
• Meteorology
• Human Performance & Limitations
• IFR Communications
Module 2
• Aircraft General Knowledge
• Flight Planning
• Navigation
Due to the timing of my start on the IR project, I did Module 2 first.
I booked myself three days of classroom time at the ground school
FTO, for about £180. In retrospect this was useful for the navigation
(hands-on chart related) subjects which are really easy but do not lend
themselves to question bank (QB) revision. I got first time passes in
everything, with 90%+ except in the horrid HP&L subject where I
got just 79%. Due to the classroom time, and having a good
understanding of instruments/avionics anyway, I did not do any
significant QB revision for Module 2.
The second set of exams (Module 1) came up two months later
but I could not sit them due to a holiday, so I had a four month gap
in which to swat up what for me were the two truly horrid ones:
Meteorology and Air Law. I quickly realised that starting four months
early was a complete waste of time because my memory retention of
most of the facts was a few days at most. I think the optimal time to
start is about three weeks before the exams, and work intensively (say
five mock exams per day per subject) during the final week.
I did the Module 1 subjects using QB revision alone, without any
other study. This is not possible with some FTOs; one cannot book
the CAA exams personally and an FTO will not sign you off to sit
the exams unless you have handed in satisfactory homework. The
only UK FTO I am aware of which offers a smooth process for this
(by having homework aligned with the QB) is CATS at Cranfield.
A notable feature of all the exams (except HP&L) is that they were
considerably easier than the QB mock exams, with almost none of
the horrid questions appearing. This seems too much of a coincidence
across six exams, and suggests that somebody in the UK CAA has
taken a more generous view of what should be removed from the JAA
CQB, than either the FTO or the people who put together the
FlyingExam.com QB. Perhaps the £68 the UK CAA charges for each
exam is worth paying.
For me, an FAA CPL/IR holder with approximately 1300hrs TT
at the time, the practical learning value of the ground study process
was zero and the FTO study material was on Ebay within 15 minutes
of receipt of the passes…
Flight training
I have always been keener than most people to do all training and
tests in my own aircraft, which is the only one I fly, and which I know
well. This did, however, severely constrain the training options. Of
two IR-capable FTOs at my local airport, only one would handle a
customer aircraft. The choices were not much better further afield
and all of those would have involved hotel residence. Apparently only
the UK supports doing it all in an N-reg aircraft.
The CAA prefers to keep the IR flight test (IRT) down to about
two hours, which covers a flight somewhere about 50nm away, one
hold, one non-precision approach, one precision approach, and some
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airwork (unusual attitude recovery etc) on the way back. The pass or
fail outcome is likely to be advised on the return leg.
It took the chosen FTO only a few weeks to put the N-reg aircraft
on their ‘paperwork’, with the CAA approval. I also obtained the
CAA insurance clause, and the Department for Transport permission
to train in an N-reg (both free of charge).
The window screens are required only for the flight test, so training
could commence under the hood (foggles). I bought the screen
material (Correx) on Ebay for about £25 and it took a day at the
airport, with scissors and a hot-glue gun to make the screens and get
the fit correct. The CAA also confirmed that suction cups would be
okay, which avoids the risk of Velcro glue damaging the windows.
There was one pre-training meeting for a briefing, covering the
syllabus. I brought up the need to avoid shock cooling the engine, so
manoeuvres involving a sudden potential power reduction (unusual
attitude recovery, stalls, etc) would need to be preceded by a brief
period of level flight at a low power setting of about 16” MP (about
100kt) to cool the engine down. Similarly, I explained that for engine
temperature management I transition to a 120kt climb as soon as
clear of obstacles. In the IR, it is okay to maintain the 120kt and let
the VS come out at whatever value. It is only during enroute phases
of flight and arrival descents that specific IAS and VS values should
be flown.
I had a total of fourteen training flights, which were mostly one
to two hours. None of it was noteworthy. The first two were just basic
revision. Of the rest, nothing was hard—except NDB procedures! I
knew how to fly these in principle, ever since having got the IMC
Rating in 2002, and the RMI in my aircraft made them much easier
than the more common fixed-card indicator, but doing it to the
required accuracy of five degrees was something else… The NDB/
ADF system cannot achieve that level of accuracy anyway, especially
at coastal airports where errors of 20-30 degrees are common.
Some effort went into making sure I was meeting some of the
special expectations of the CAA IR process eg speaking the words ‘ice
check’ every 1000ft in the climb and every five minutes in the cruise.
Navaids had to be identified with correct phraseology ‘VOR sierra
foxtrot delta identified’, etc all spoken aloud.
My total airborne time reached the required 15 hours after the
13th flight, but we did one more flight of NDB holds, plus one
consolidation flight, just to be sure. It became obvious that for a pilot
of reasonable IFR experience, the bulk of the JAA IR conversion
process would be spent on NDB holds and approaches, especially if
the aircraft doesn’t have an RMI. If it wasn’t for the NDB stuff, a
competent pilot could be up to the flight test standard after just a
classroom briefing! I can also now understand how people who did
their IR conversion in Spain did it in one week—pick the right FTO
and there are no NDB procedures in the flight test.
I then had an unfortunate break in the training of some six weeks
due to Christmas plus an annual service and other factors, so I flew
with a freelance IRE (who was also a bizjet pilot) whose input was
hugely beneficial. This pushed my total JAA IR training to over 30
hours.
The IR test
Nowadays the IRT can be booked by the candidate directly with the
CAA. All that’s needed is the 170A form from the FTO confirming
that the required training hours and the syllabus were covered. UK
FTOs still operate the ‘170A flight test’ but the outcome of that flight
does not bar the candidate from booking the IRT and doing it.
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A private owner-pilot has to get a lot of things sorted for the IRT.
There is a pile of documents to be presented to the examiner (aircraft
C of A, maintenance records, insurance certificate, pilot logbooks,
passport, etc). Normally the FTO would take care of most of this but
if you are using your own aircraft you have to put it together yourself.
The CAA Standards Document 7(A) is the starting point for a list of
things to check. However, this document is becoming obsolete in
2012 and under EASA the aircraft will merely need to be airworthy
and IFR legal, and the responsibility for that will pass to the FTO.
However, with private owners, the CAA will continue some sort of
aircraft and document inspection, which is understandable.
On personal matters, every pilot knows that sometimes one can
get a sleepless night. With good preflight preparation and with the
huge reduction of pilot workload made possible by modern cockpit
automation, this is unlikely to impact safety on a normal flight, but
if you do this before the IRT then it’s probably game over. Even a
partial pass (which is actually a positive result, because you have to
re-do just a small bit) blows away £1000. So, have a calm evening
before and go to bed early. Depending on how far the examiner has
to travel to your airport, he is likely to phone you very early in the
morning to confirm things. The FTOs always advise smart dress; I
think ‘smart casual’ is fine for a private aircraft owner. Purchasing the
standard pilot uniform would be ridiculous.
Following changes in 2011, when booking the IRT, one can get a
CAA staff examiner, or an ‘industry’ examiner. However, the approval
of the aircraft and the window screens needs to be done by a CAA
staff examiner, so aircraft owners may prefer one of those for the IRT
because everything can be done on the day. I see no evidence that
present-day CAA staff examiners are any stricter than the industry
ones; in fact I am aware of individual counter-examples.
In accordance with standard practice, the examiner advised the
route early in the morning (at which point the suitability of the
weather was also agreed on) so I had about two hours to plan it, get
to the airport and preflight the aircraft. Not a lot of time to hang
around! However, I had made sure the day before that everything was
in order —screens on the back seat, windows clean, GPS database
current, etc. The preflight briefing took 1.5 hours. The examiner
went through the pilot and aircraft documents and then briefed the
required route and approaches to be flown.
An interesting item which came up during the briefing was the
‘50ft add-on’ on the ILS DA. This appears customary in UK IR
training but was not required. The Socata TB20 POH does not
mention a PEC correction (unless the alternate static source is used,
obviously) and on an N-reg the altimeters are checked every two
years, so one can fly right down to the published figures on the
Jeppesen plate for both precision and non-precision approaches. In
accordance with standard IFR practice it is permissible to dip below
the DA on an ILS provided the go-around was commenced at/above
the DA, but it is not permissible to dip below the MDA on a nonprecision approach. What this means for the purpose of the IRT is
that adding 50ft in both cases and initiating the go-around at that
figure is a reasonable policy which won’t fail you for going around
too early. As far as I can find out, the 50ft add-on on the ILS is an
old practice by the FTOs which was originally instigated to improve
pass rates.
On non-precision approaches, one is nowadays expected to fly a
continuous descent approach (CDA) vertical profile, which makes
good safety sense, and then commence the go-around climb when
the MDA+50ft is reached—ie not fly the traditional level-flight
portion to the MAP. You still have to fly to the MAP while climbing,
obviously, before doing any required missed approach turns, because
obstacle clearance is assured only if following the lateral profile. It is
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also going to be jolly difficult to fly
the common missed approach
which requires you to turn back to
the beacon unless you have crossed
the beacon first.
The briefing was not the ‘halfday oral exam’ well known to FAA
IR pilots but it seems the CAA may
be moving a little that way, which
would be a good thing. Approach
plate minima (height and visibility
with the 550m v 800m RVR cases)
were discussed, for example. This is
very good because a pilot who flies for real should know this material,
and a ‘discussion’ is a good chance to earn some brownie points
because everybody is going to make a mistake (or few) on the IRT. I
have always enjoyed oral exams. I presented a Google Earth image of
the airport and discussed the EFATO options with reference to that.
The IRT was passed without problems on a luckily good day
surrounded by days of unflyable weather. We went to Southampton
where I had never been before. Due to historically limited parking
there is very little GA traffic landing there, so I wasn’t expecting it.
Consequently, I didn’t have time to read the plates (although I had
them, because I had printed off the plates for every conceivable
airport suitable for a two hour flight test). I got the VOR approach
as the required non-precision approach, which was a big piece of luck;
it is much easier to fly accurately than an NDB approach. The ILS
went fine. The next bit of luck was light winds, forecast at 280/20
(at 2000ft) and estimated around 270/15 on the day. Another bit of
luck was being assigned the initial hold at SAM at 5000ft, above the
clouds where the air was very calm. The stalls and unusual attitude
recoveries, partial panel stuff etc, all went fine. When it was
completed, the examiner advised that I had passed and I flew back
home VFR.
As expected, GPS and autopilot usage was permitted during the
enroute sections and the rest hand-flown. The examiner, a CAA staff
examiner, was the most professional and relaxed I have ever flown
with. The only flight test I have had which was similarly relaxed was
the FAA CPL (done with an excellent DPE visiting from Kansas,
USA, in 2007). My experience was a long way from the traditional
image of CAA flight tests. The modernisation that has taken place
within the past few years is very welcome, and I hope it expands to
include GPS/RNAV approaches and, later, GPS/LPV approaches. It
is also apparent that the CAA is ahead of the FTO industry when it
comes to modernisation. The FTOs are still teaching all kinds of
convoluted gate methods of flying ‘super accurate’ NDB holds, but
these are not examined in the IRT, and anyway an NDB procedure
itself is no longer the only option for the non-precision part of the
IRT. Many FTO aircraft do not have an autopilot (or a working one)
or do not have an IFR GPS (or one with a valid database).
The window screens are also a non-issue. Admittedly mine did not
go all the way to the ceiling so I had more light in the cockpit than
with the FTO versions, but they are preferable to the hood/foggles.
The examiner has to work harder to look out for traffic, however.
Their construction remains nontrivial except for DIY-minded people
and I suspect some owners will choose to use an FTO aircraft for this
reason alone, which will work out expensive unless their own aircraft
is unusually expensive to operate. Having an RMI helped
considerably with all beacon (NDB and VOR) tracking, and the
vertical card compass made timed turns trivial.
On reflection, the FAA IR (Arizona, 2006) was much harder than
the JAA IR, due to the sheer intensity of the training (nearly
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everything was partial-panel with timed turns) and the flight test.
But the FAA IR had two things in its favour: (a) I was flying twice a
day for two weeks, whereas on the JAA IR I was constantly losing
currency by doing only a flight or two per week, and (b) the
VOR/ILS procedures are basically easy to fly whereas the UK’s NDB
procedures are capable of throwing a spanner in the works no matter
how many you have flown.
What did I learn in the JAA IR?
In the training, nothing of practical value, but it was necessary to
pass the IRT. I cannot see anybody doing it in less than 15-20 hours
—assuming the UK and NDB procedures. I also consider the JAA
IR theory to be virtually worthless for real IFR flying. Most of the
knowledge required to fly safely in real weather and with minimum
hassle from A to B in Europe, is not taught in either IR. The FAA
IR, if done in Europe, has a chance of imparting the knowledge
because it has the 250nm cross-country flight, and an instructor who
flies IFR ‘for real’ gets an opportunity to get the basic procedures
across at that point. The JAA IR has no x/c flight so little operational
knowledge of IFR (beyond filing a paper flight plan) is involved.
What an IR conversion candidate will be learning a lot of is the
minutiae of classical IFR (eg not officially tracking a navaid until its
Morse code identification has been done; something one usually does
not bother with when flying on the GPS and having a VOR/DME
tuned as a backup) and various IRT-specific requirements. Obviously
one’s IFR currency benefits from any training, but my best training
for the IRT was the flying I did with the freelance, and clearly that is
the way to go if one just needs some practice.
The cost
• Ground FTO course material and exam signoff
(with three days ground school) £1020
• Online QB £13
• CAA IR exams £476
• Training £2000
• Approaches £350
• CAA IR aircraft approval and IR test fee £962
• Adding the IR to the licence £87
On top of this is the cost of the aircraft. The fuel came to around
£2500, and other direct operating costs (engine fund etc) roughly
£500. It is arguable whether the cost of the aircraft should be wholly
considered because I fly each week just for currency anyway, so only
about 2/3 of the training was ‘additional’ flying.
Keeping the JAA IR valid
To be valid for flying, the JAA IR must be renewed every year with
an IR Examiner. The examiner can be a freelance one. The cost varies;
a typical figure is about £150 plus the aircraft. The renewal of an
MEIR in a rented twin will therefore cost over £1000. In the past, a
JAA IR was valid indefinitely if you were flying on the privileges of
any ICAO IR. This was a great concession for pilots who were
living/working outside Europe for many years. EASA’s gold plating
bureaucrats have ended this and imposed a strict regime whereby after
seven years you have to re-do the whole IR—theory exams, flight
training, and flight test. The reference is in AMC1 FCL.625(c).
Many airline pilots, working abroad, have been hit by this measure
which doesn’t appear to have any basis in safety since the IR training
will be of virtually no relevance to them.
The future
Currently, FAA licensed pilots in Europe are under attack by the
EASA proposal which (in essence) requires EASA pilot papers if the
operator is based in the EU. The residence of the pilot is not relevant.
This proposal has been delayed from April 2012 to April 2014.
Unfortunately, however, the current 15hr IR conversion route is set
to end in April 2012, and while the EASA proposals provide for
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something similar, nobody knows what form it will take. The worst
case is a reversion to the full 50hr IR. The situation is dynamic,
unclear, and is likely to remain so for several years.
New IR options
A couple of proposals are in the pipeline: the Competence Based
Modular (CBM) IR which is a full ICAO IR, and the EIR which is
a Europe-only IR without instrument approach privileges. These are
probably several years away. The conversion option from an FAA IR
is ‘zero training’ but nobody will pass the present CAA IRT without
some 10-20 hours. The exam format is not yet defined, and the study
workload will be heavily dependent on the existence of a QB.
No improvements on the Medical front
Sadly, no new IR proposal does anything about the JAA IR
audiogram, which permanently blocks many older pilots from ever
getting any kind of European IR, and those private owner-pilots who
went down the FAA route for this reason may be grounded after April
2014 unless they can sort out non EU residence (for example, the
Channel Islands or the Isle of Man) or unless some other route
appears. A non-commercial IR should simply require the Class 2
medical.
National IRs
EASA is trying hard to prevent national variations but, in the future,
there may be interesting developments in the form of ad-hoc but
usable IFR privileges for flying around Europe. Contrary to
widespread fears over the past few years, the UK IMC rating is likely
to stay for UK IFR below Class A. During 2011, France preemptively announced their own national (but ICAO compliant) IR.
This is open to any French PPL holder, and for practical purposes
they will need to speak French. Apparently any FAA IR holder will
be given this IR directly, perhaps with a flight test. It appears certain
that anybody holding this IR in 2014 will be simply converted to
whatever EASA IR then exists.
Is the FAA IR/N-reg option dead?
Not at all. Unlike previous French and UK proposals from 2004/
2005, EASA is not proposing long term parking limits on N-reg
aircraft. This is an extremely rare piece of good news from EASA.
EASA is however proposing to require foreign reg aircraft based in
the EU to be subject to EASA Part M maintenance but, in the private
flight context, only if it is a ‘complex’ type which they define as multiengine turboprop, or a jet, or over 5700kg or over 18 seats. This
means the vast majority of private GA will be unaffected. I am thus
remaining on the N-reg. The principal benefits are: (1) the ability to
use a wide range of reputable component suppliers and overhaulers
in the USA (whose 8130-3 forms are not acceptable for a G-reg unless
the component is brand new); (2) the ability to avoid some pointless
EASA-mandated life limits on components whose condition is trivial
to verify by inspection etc; (3) the ability to install various safetyimproving avionics items which have a US STC (or other forms of
approved data for the 337 application) but don’t have an EASA STC.
If you have a capable aircraft on the N-reg, I recommend that you
keep it on the N-reg. The downside is that you need to maintain the
FAA PPL and the FAA IR, and pay for the US trust, but these are
not onerous. However, for new instrument pilots, the FAA IR makes
a lot less sense now because it does not save on the amount of pilot
papers which need to be acquired. I hope that the EASA proposals
do not wipe out large chunks of the European private IFR pilot
community, but the indications I see is that this will indeed happen
because most of the pilots potentially hit by this measure are not
‘young’ and they may well be unwilling to do the exams, etc.
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has been removed from P111 to allow for transits avoiding the
temporary Farnborough Zone so that traffic arriving from France
towards BIG and OCK can fly towards Blackbushe, White Waltham
and Booker without a huge diversion out to CPT.

the period of the Olympics. If you are thinking of filing I into
Blackbushe, it may be worth asking the question when you get
your arrival slot.
• For certain airfields you will only be permitted to land if you have
departed a secure environment (eg you will not be allowed to fly
to or from a grass strip into Battersea), but this is unlikely to affect
any of our members, unless they are lucky enough (rather unlikely)
to get a slot into Heathrow.
Most of the extended controlled airspace is at relatively high altitude,
but there are also three temporary control zones down to the surface
protecting Southend, Manston and Farnborough.
Outside controlled airspace
Because of the IFR slot restrictions you may decide/be forced to come
to London VFR, or IFR below controlled airspace (remember the
UK is nearly unique in allowing uncontrolled IFR outside controlled
airspace, so, normally, you can fly in cloud, without talking to
anyone, provided you remain clear of controlled airspace and you
obey the Instrument Flight Rules—eg the minimum height and
quadrantal rules). You can, of course, fly to Calais or Le Touquet IFR,
then convert to VFR for the last few miles.This is, in principle, a
good idea, as there are no runway restrictions for VFR arrivals, but
flights are still restricted by Approval Numbers. In good weather, we
are expecting 120 Approval Numbers per hour for the entire area.
This means that you will be competing with club aircraft who just
want to slip out of the Restricted Zone in the northwest, even if you
are arriving from the southeast, 100 miles away. Nonetheless, arrivals
and departures outside controlled airspace are going to be
comparatively complicated during the Games period. However the
new requirements should not be sufficiently complicated to put you
off coming, but will be complicated enough for you to spend an hour
preparing for the special procedures.
Known air environment
The purpose of the protective airspace around London (and Weymouth) is to ensure that the security services can recognise and
identify everything that is flying, and can take a special interest in
anything which is either unknown or behaving in an unexpected
manner. Although the authorities are putting safety very high on their
list of priorities, they have made it perfectly clear that their primary
task is to protect the Olympic Village and they will deploy serious
assets, definitely including airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft,
Puma helicopters and armed Typhoon jets, and possibly Apache
helicopter gunships and SAMs. They will intercept errant traffic. I
will talk more about interception after I describe the basic operations.
Dates and restrictions
All airspace details are available at www.airspacesafety.com/olympics,
so I will only draw attention to the highlights. There are two sets of
dates to cover the Olympics and then the Paralympics.
14 July to 15 August
During this period there will be a
• Prohibited Zone P111 covering the Heathrow and London City
Zones and an area to the north of the City Zone up towards
Brookmans Park VOR (BPK)
• Restricted Zone R005 over Weymouth (which is, to all intents and
purposes, a prohibited zone)
• Restricted Zone R112 covering a radius approximately 50 miles
around London
• Temporary Class D zones around Manston, Farnborough and
Southend
P111 will be completely unavailable to the likes of us. This will
impose little difficulty, except to prevent sightseeing over and SVFR
to the west of Heathrow, and make transits to and from Stapleford
and Elstree more circuitous. The southwest corner of the LHR Zone
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There are special arrangements for the airfields which sit just within
P111: Fairoaks; White Waltham; and Denham. Essentially aircraft
will be allowed to enter and exit the zone providing that they pass
through ‘gates’ where a circle 3nm radius from the airfield intersects
the zone boundary. Anyone planning to use one of these three
airfields would be well advised to get a detailed briefing.
R005 over Weymouth, although designated Restricted, is actually
prohibited to all but aircraft directly involved, such as police and press
helicopters. We have to fly round it.

R005

R112 covers a large area, essentially most of southeast England. It
has been designed roughly to follow the existing boundary of the
3500’ base of the London TMA. This has been done to ensure the
boundary is visible on charts and moving maps, even if they haven’t
been updated.

R112

In order to access R112 you have to do the following:
• Carry a working Mode C or Mode S transponder. No altitude
reporting means no access.
• File a flight plan between 24 and 2 hours of the time you intend
to enter R112, which includes your route and EETs for the crossing
point(s) of the zone boundary.
All turning points must be one of
○ a three letter NavAid designator
○ a range and bearing from a NavAid
○ a Lat/Long
If any other descriptor is used, the flight plan will be rejected (with
a reason given).
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• File the flight plan directly onto the AFTN. This may be done
using tools such as EuroFPL, SkyDemon or RocketRoute; but may
not be done by fax or telephone.
• Address the flight plan to EGGOLYMP.
• Take your Approval Number with you. Atlas Control will
respond by AFTN to the originator (so it will be handled by any
software you use) with an Approval Number. They will also send
it by SMS text to a phone number included in Item 18 as
RMK/name and tel no (eg RMK/SCHMIDT +491523321321).
The approval may be for an amended time after the time you have
planned. If you accept that amended time then just fly it, but if
you cannot accept it, please cancel to release the capacity for
someone else. If you have two flights which are mutually dependent
(eg out to a destination then back again) you should put
RMK/PART ONE OF TWO and RMK/PART TWO OF TWO
and the approvals will then be handled in tandem.
• Arrive at the entry point (or take-off from within the zone) plus
or minus 30 minutes from your planned estimate. There will be
no further leeway, whatever the reason. This means that it would
be a good idea to plan for 30 minutes later than you intend to fly,
such that you can loiter for a few minutes if you are early. This will
give you an hour’s leeway for being behind schedule.
• Call Atlas Control with ten or fifteen minutes to run. South of
the Thames call 123.225, north call 132.80—these are normally
the Farnborough Radar Service frequencies for east and north. You
must give only your call sign, Approval Number and type of service
required (Traffic or Basic, approximately equivalent to Radar
Information and Flight Information). Atlas will respond with a
squawk and a frequency to contact, one of 12 being used for the
purpose. Which one you get will be chosen at random, depending
on controller workload, not geography.
• Follow your flight planned route exactly once you have contacted
Atlas Control and received a clearance. If you need to leave the
route for weather, technical or any other safety reason, you must
get a clearance from the controller. The important thing to do is
to keep them informed. You should assume that any approved
deviation from route will be away from, rather than towards,
London. The controllers are all experienced in providing service to
light aviation outside controlled airspace, and therefore will react
quickly and professionally to any safety issues.
16 August to 12 September
During the Paralympics the restrictions are far fewer. There is a
smaller Prohibited Zone covering London City airspace, the same
area to the north of London and the eastern end of the Heathrow
Zone. There are also two small RA(T)s to the west of London.
Weymouth will remain prohibited up to 8 September. Also over the
whole period there will be occasional NOTAMed RA(T)s all over the
UK to cover individual football games, but these can be treated as
normal NOTAMed restrictions.
Interception and air defence
The Military and Security Services are taking this whole business very
seriously indeed, and so must you. We know, because they have told
us, that there will be AEW, Puma and Typhoon aircraft in the air. We
don’t know if there will be Apaches and SAMs, but they have been
spotted doing exercises and we must assume that they are in place.
This means that you really must know at all times where you are,
where you are supposed to be going and the location of any relevant
airspace. If you deviate from course, the first you will hear will be
from the controller who will want to know why. If he is unsatisfied,
or if communication is lost, the next thing you will see is likely to be
a Puma helicopter. If you don’t see it, it will make its presence felt by
flying across you, if necessary deliberately placing you in its wake,
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even firing flares. As soon as you see it, waggle your wings. You will
see a large sign in the Puma’s cargo door giving instructions, most
likely FOLLOW ME. Waggle your wings to acknowledge. It will set
course and you must follow, and it will then indicate where you are
to land. If you are considered to be more of a threat you will be
intercepted by a Typhoon. As before, it will make its presence felt,
but probably more aggressively. Again, acknowledge with a wing
waggle. It will indicate the course for you to follow by flying across
your nose in the required direction. Turn sharply onto that course.

The RAF say that they are capable of interception in IMC and of
making their presence felt, but clearly it will be more hazardous in
IMC than in VMC. It will also be harder for the military pilot to
indicate what is expected of you and to indicate for you to follow,
which makes it even more important that you remain in touch with
Atlas or, failing them, on 121.5. If you are intercepted you should
try to regain contact with your Atlas frequency, but if you are in any
doubt about what you are expected to do your two top priorities are:
TURN AWAY FROM LONDON and CALL 121.5
Assistance with flight plan filing
Because the requirements for flight planning are more onerous than
usual requiring precise routings and timings, as well as unusual
addressing, a small British company, SkyDemon, is providing a
service to create your flight plan, file it and return the Approval
Number (this will also come by text)—see www.skydemonlight.com.
This will work on Windows and Mac but not on iPad or Android.
Unfortunately for people coming from abroad, it only works for UK
airspace, so you will have to plan normally to the FIR boundary and
then use SDL from there, pasting the results into your plan. For the
period of the restrictions, the temporary airspace will be depicted—
use the click and drag features to put in your route, click on
Flightplan and complete the details, then click on Preview to see the
results. It will have put in all the necessary routing information and
EETs in the correct format, as well as your mobile phone number to
receive the Approval Number by SMS text. If you copy the plan to
your own filing mechanism, remember to include the address
EGGOLYMP. SkyDemon is also available on the iPad for use in the
cockpit and will include the temporary airspace.
Please do not be put off coming!
London and the southeast of England is going to be an exciting place
to come to during the summer of 2012. Not only do we have the
Olympics and Paralympics, but also the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee (a
celebration of 60 years on the throne) with lots of associated activities.
We are very well served by airports and airfields of all sizes, and it’s a
great time to visit and take part. Don’t be put off by the regulations.
Although, when you first look they seem somewhat onerous, it’s not
much more than normal procedures for flying in controlled airspace:
FPLs; clearances; RT; and accurate navigation. Things we are all
familiar with, and greatly supported by SkyDemon. So carefully
examine the rules, see www.airspacesafety.com/olympics, and do come
and visit, you will be welcome!
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